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Abstract

Background: We have applied machine learning techniques to automate the

screening of biomedical literature prior to the manual curation of clinical

databases such as performed by the Human Gene Mutation Database (HGMD).

Methods: We have developed two machine learning models, one based on title

and abstract data only, the other on the full text of the article. The models were

built using a Natural Language Processing (NLP) pipeline and a logistic

regression classifier. Our pipelines are implemented in Python and can be run

using Docker. They are made available to the wider community via GitHub

(https://github.com/annacprice/nlp-bio-tools) and Docker Hub.

Results: During testing, both models performed well, correctly predicting HGMD

relevant articles more than 93% of the time and correctly discarding irrelevant

articles more than 96% of the time, with Matthews Correlation Coefficients

(MCC’s) of over 0.89. Evaluation of the finalised model using an unseen

validation dataset demonstrated that the full text model correctly predicted

HGMD-relevant articles more than 97% of the time, an accuracy 9.5% higher

than that obtained with the title/abstract model.

Conclusions: Through this work we have demonstrated that machine learning

models can act as an effective pre-screen of biomedical literature, with the results

indicating that a full text approach to screening biomedical literature is preferable

to using just the title/abstract data.

Keywords: machine learning; text mining; natural language processing

Background1

The ability to classify research articles at scale is an important pre-processing step2

for many databases seeking to curate and collate clinical articles to add value for re-3
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search and healthcare. For example, the Human Gene Mutation Database (HGMD)4

[1] must screen many tens of thousands of clinical research articles each year in or-5

der to collate all known gene lesions responsible for human inherited disease, along6

with disease-associated variants and functional polymorphisms and thereby provid-7

ing a unique and important resource for diagnostic healthcare and clinical research.8

Trained curators undertake the time-consuming and laborious task of classifying9

the articles themselves. Until now, the unstructured nature of clinical articles has10

prevented an initial automated screen of the literature. However, the task of deter-11

mining HGMD-relevant articles provides an ideal subject for machine learning.12

Machine learning is a subfield of artificial intelligence. It uses algorithms to build13

models with the ability to automatically learn from data without explicit program-14

ming. Once built, these models are used to classify new data. Machine learning15

algorithms classify by inferring a function to map the input data to their discrete16

classes. The classification algorithms learn from training data and can be split into17

three main types: supervised [2], unsupervised [3] and reinforcement [4]. Supervised18

algorithms are trained using a labelled training set (i.e. the classes of the data are19

already known). Unsupervised algorithms are trained using an unlabelled training20

set and try to infer a function that describes the underlying structure of the training21

dataset. Reinforcement machine learning algorithms use a trial and error approach22

to building models; they learn from feedback from interactions with an external23

environment.24

Machine learning is applicable to many domains e.g. from facial recognition on25

phones [5] to identifying disease-causing mutations from Next Generation Sequenc-26

ing Data [6]. Natural language processing (NLP) represents a field within machine27

learning that involves the analysis of natural language. One common use of NLP is28

in the classification of textual data such as required during spam email detection29

[7]. Early work in text classification started in the 1960s [8], with machine learning30

approaches gaining popularity in the 1990s [9, 10]. NLP use has increased in recent31

years due to the growth in digital documents and computing power.32

Text documents can be classified by methods based on Naive Bayes [11, 12, 13],33

k-nearest neighbours [11, 13], decision trees [13], support vector machines [9, 14, 15],34

neural networks [16, 17] and regression models [15, 18]. Comparisons between these35
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different classifiers can be widely found in literature [13, 19]. A detailed review of36

text classification is provided by Sebastiani, 2002 [10].37

In recent years, there has been a marked increase in the text mining of biomedical38

literature. NLP has the potential to aid this research by extracting information from39

texts. For example, Wei, 2013 [20] uses text mining to extract sequence variants from40

biomedical literature. In another example, Li, 2015 [21] approaches the problem of41

using named entity recognition (NER) for recognising diseases and on how to extract42

information on chemical-induced disease relations.43

Increasingly, biomedical text mining has been applied to precision medicine, which44

aims to tailor medical care to the individual [22]. For example, Liu, 2015 [23] demon-45

strates an online text mining system for identifying relationships between different46

biomedical entities such as genes, drugs and toxins. Singhal, 2016 [24] describes a47

tool for extracting relationships among disease-related mutations relationships from48

literature to support work in precision medicine. A review of past work in biomedi-49

cal text mining, and discussions on its future can be found in Huang, 2015 [25] and50

Gonzalez, 2015 [26] respectively.51

In this study, we outline the development of machine learning classification mod-52

els, to assist the HGMD in the curation of their database. We have built two su-53

pervised machine learning models that act to pre-screen clinical literature from54

PubMed, to predict whether articles contain reports of human disease-causing mu-55

tations which would therefore be relevant to the HGMD. This is an example of56

binary classification, where a positive class represents scientific articles that are rel-57

evant to the HGMD whilst a negative class represents papers that are not of interest.58

A logistic regression [27] algorithm is used to build our models. Through the use of59

these machine learning models we aim to improve the coverage of the database and60

save on curator time. Currently, HGMD curators manually screen PubMed articles61

based on the title and abstract text alone. We investigate two models, one based62

on title and abstract data only, the other on the full text of the article. In doing so63

we determine whether there is benefit in using a full text approach that provides64

more data.65

Although our models are built for HGMD use, our methods can be used to build66

models for the binary classification of any text based document. Our work is there-67

fore relevant far beyond the immediate requirements of the HGMD. The ability to68
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classify unstructured text documents at scale is increasingly important for health-69

care, not least because it enables the incorporation of a much wider range of pa-70

tient data into anonymised databases that can then serve as a resource for precision71

medicine research and healthcare. For example, much useful information is em-72

bedded within clinician letters, electronic health records, and clinical reports, that73

combined with other data types such as molecular data, bioimaging data, socio-74

economic data, and routine clinical data, would be useful for stratifying patients for75

more targeted healthcare. The use of machine learning techniques to classify clin-76

ical text, indeed any unstructured text has long been recognised, but with many77

algorithmic choices available, it is important to ensure that the technique used is ap-78

propriate and optimised for the task in hand. Furthermore, the unstructured nature79

of clinical records in general, and the clinical literature in particular, means that80

any machine learning application must be guided by relevant background clinical81

knowledge.82

Our pipelines are freely available under an open-source licence and can be83

found on GitHub (https://github.com/annacprice/nlp-bio-tools). Our programs al-84

low users to select different machine learning algorithms and vectorisers in or-85

der to build their own machine learning models. In addition, we have built86

ready-made docker images for each program, which can be found at Docker Hub87

(https://hub.docker.com/u/annacprice). The programs are provided in the hope88

that they will be beneficial to other researchers and act as a useful machine learn-89

ing toolkit to benefit future research and healthcare delivery.90

Methods91

We prepared training, testing and validation datasets of research paper pdfs to train92

and evaluate our machine learning model. Each dataset contained papers categorised93

as either positive or negative. The positive papers, called the HGMD class, contained94

articles already present in the HGMD. The negative papers were subdivided into95

two further classes called COSMIC and RANDOM. The COSMIC class of papers96

are present in the Catalogue Of Somatic Mutations In Cancer (COSMIC) database97

[28] and contain somatic and mitrochondrial mutations that are irrelevant to the98

remit of the HGMD. Papers labelled RANDOM class, were a random collection of99

papers from PubMed, known to be irrelevant to both the HGMD and COSMIC.100
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To avoid training bias, [29] the training set was balanced with an equal number101

of positive and negative articles, with the negative articles further split equally102

between papers belonging to the COSMIC and RANDOM classes.103

The testing and validation datasets were separately prepared to assess how well104

our model performed on unseen data. The testing dataset acted as an early eval-105

uation of our model in the latter stages of training. The validation dataset serves106

as our final test data containing completely ‘unseen’ papers not used during the107

training process. The validation dataset was used on our finalised model to give an108

unbiased evaluation of the fit of our model.109

The size of the datasets for training, testing and the final validation set are given110

in Table 1. The articles for the training dataset were randomly selected from the111

total available dataset using the Unix command shuf. The remaining articles were112

then used as a testing dataset. A training dataset of 11,200 articles was used, equally113

spilt between 5,600 positive and negative examples of articles. We chose this size114

to avoid oversampling the smaller COSMIC dataset composed of 4,940 and 2,981115

articles for the full text and title/abstract datasets respectively.116

It should be noted that the same articles were present in both the full text training117

set and the title/abstract training set.118

Our machine learning model was built in Python 2.7 and uses the Natural Lan-119

guage Toolkit, NLTK [30], scikit-learn [31] and pdfminer [32] libraries. We pro-120

duced three programs. The first is pdf2nlp which uses pdfminer to convert the121

pdf to utf-8 plain text and then passes the plain text through the NLP pipeline122

which uses NLTK. The second is mlpipe which uses scikit-learn to build the ma-123

chine learning model. The final program is loadmodel which loads the saved ma-124

chine learning model from mlpipe and uses it to evaluate new data. The scope of125

each program is detailed in Fig. 1. The full codebase can be found on GitHub at126

https://github.com/annacprice/nlp-bio-tools. Each program also has its own docker127

image, which can be used to spin up a docker container to run the program.128

The workflow for building and using our machine learning model is given in Fig129

1. There are two paths to our workflow: one for training and one for prediction.130

The first two steps of the workflow are the same for both training and prediction.131

We first extracted the text from the pdf articles. The text was then passed through132

our NLP Pipeline. In training our classifier, we first selected the features that we133
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wanted the classifier to fit to. Once extracted from the text, the features were used134

to build a term-document matrix. This was then passed to the classifier, along with135

the class labels for each document, for training. For the prediction workflow, we fit136

to the features selected during training, and the resulting term-document matrix137

was passed to the trained model to output the predicted class for each document.138

Natural Language Processing (NLP) Pipeline139

For text classification problems, the main issue is how we choose to represent our140

document, as the model’s accuracy depends greatly on the quality of the input141

data. The aim of the NLP pipeline in pdf2nlp is to produce a clean and concise142

representation of each document. Each stage of the NLP pipeline is given in Fig. 2.143

The final output of the NLP pipeline is a collection of stemmed words, or to-144

kens, for each document. Stemming reduces words to their base form. The use of145

stemming in information retrieval tasks solves the problem of vocabulary mismatch,146

ensuring variant words which have the same stem (and therefore similar meanings)147

are counted as the same token. This improves the precision and recall of a machine148

learning system [33]. It also has the added benefit of shrinking the size of the corpus,149

reducing both storage space and the size of the term-document matrix which needs150

to be calculated.151

We stemmed our tokens using the snowball stemmer [34], part of the NLTK [30].152

We then used feature selection to select which tokens the classifier would fit to, and153

built a term-document matrix, which acted as a numerical representation of the154

abundance of features in each document.155

Feature Selection156

Feature selection defines which tokens our algorithm fits to. The selected tokens157

need to represent our data well and contain enough information for the model to158

predict the output accurately. Feature selection allows the number of tokens for text159

classification problems to be reduced by the tens of thousands. This is important160

because when the input feature vectors are too large this can result in the model161

struggling to fit to the data because of high variance.162

Many methods for feature selection exist [35], including: bag-of-words (i.e. ba-163

sic term frequency counting) [36, 37], tf-idf (term frequency-inverse document fre-164
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quency) [38, 39], information gain [40] and chi-square [41]. A study of the effective-165

ness of different feature selection methods can be found in Forman, 2003 [35].166

We used tf-idf to select our features. From the results of the tf-idf weighting, we167

selected the top 600 features. In our implementation of tf-idf, we included binary168

terms alongside singular tokens when selecting the top features for fitting. The tf-idf169

weight is comprised of two terms: the term-frequency (TF) and the inverse docu-170

ment frequency (IDF). The term frequency is simply the number of times a term171

appears in an individual document. This is weighted by the inverse document fre-172

quency which weighs down highly frequent terms (such terms are often insignificant173

words such as auxiliary and modal verbs). The tf-idf weighting was implemented174

using scikit-learn. To reduce document-length bias each term’s tf-idf score is pro-175

portionally scaled by dividing by the squared average of the document.176

Note that, because features were selected by applying tf-idf to the training sets177

for full text and title/abstract separately, the full text and title/abstract corpuses178

were inevitably fitted to different features.179

Term-Document Matrix180

Hashing creates a numerical representation of the features to pass to the classifier.181

As we reduced our features to only 600, we simply used a direct mapping to build a182

term-document matrix (or hash table), that represented the weight of each feature183

in each document. For example, for a matrix X, the matrix element xij represents184

the weight of the term/feature j in the document i. For larger corpuses it is often185

necessary to implement methods such as the hashing trick to scale-up machine186

learning algorithms [42]. Note that the same hash table is used for training and187

prediction, i.e. we fit to the same features.188

Building a machine learning model189

Machine learning algorithms generalise from training data to make accurate obser-190

vations on new, unseen, data. Algorithm choice is therefore crucial. Several models191

should be tested in order to find which works best. For text classification, algo-192

rithms such as Naive Bayes, logistic regression and nearest-neighbour models have193

been shown to perform well [10]. In the preliminary stages of building our model, we194

investigated all three algorithms and found logistic regression to be most effective195
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(Fig. 3). However, the difference between the classifiers is marginal, suggesting that196

in our case feature selection is more important than choice of model.197

Formally, our training set is given by D = {(x1, y1), (x2, y2), ..., (xn, yn)} where n198

is the total number of documents. Each document is represented by a feature vector199

xi = (xi1, ..., xif )
T , where f is the total number of features and i = 1, ..., n. Each200

feature vector belongs to a binary class yi ǫ {0, 1}, where 0 is the negative class (not201

HGMD) and 1 is the positive class (HGMD). If X is the set of all documents x, then202

the goal of the machine learning algorithm is to infer this mapping f : X → {0, 1}.203

Logistic regression estimates the log odds of an event with a binary outcome.204

Defining the parameter vector β = (β1, β2, ...., βf ), then the probability of a docu-205

ment belonging to the positive class (1) is206

p(y = 1|xi; β) =
1

1 + exp(−βT . xi)
(1)

For logistic regression, learning the inferred mapping function is equivalent to207

finding the parameter vector which maximises the log-likelihood function for the208

training set. The log-likelihood function is given by [43, 18]209

l(β) =

n∑

i=1

[yi. β
T . xi − log(1 + exp(βT . xi))] (2)

Once the algorithm has determined the best parameter vector, the model can be210

saved and used to classify unseen documents.211

Results212

We compare the results from the title/abstract and full text classifiers by analysing213

receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curves, percentage accuracy, Matthews cor-214

relation coefficients (MCC) [44], precision and recall, and F1-score. The ROC curves215

for the title/abstract model are given in Fig. 4 for both the (a) training and (b)216

testing datasets. The ROC is a plot of the true positive rate (TPR) vs the false217

positive rate (FPR) for various predictions of the model at different thresholds be-218

tween 0 and 1. The TPR, or sensitivity, is defined as the number of true positives219

(TP) divided by the sum of the number of true positives and the number of false220
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negatives (FN), hence TP/(TP + FN). The false positive rate (FPR) is defined221

as the number of false positives (FP) divided by the sum of the number of false222

positives and the number of true negatives (TN), FP/(FP + TN). FPR is also223

sometimes referred to as 1− specificity. On average, a skilled model will assign a224

higher probability to a random true positive occurrence than a true negative (curves225

bow up to the top left of the plot). The area under the ROC curve (AUC) indicates226

how likely it is that the model will predict a higher probability for the true positive227

cases than the true negative cases. The larger the AUC, the greater the skill of the228

model, with an AUC of 1.0 indicating a perfect model.229

Fig. 4a shows the k-fold cross validation of the training set for the title/abstract230

dataset. In the early stages of training, we used k-fold cross-validation as a resam-231

pling method to estimate the skill of the model on new data, using just the training232

dataset. The dataset was randomly divided into k groups. The classifier then used233

(k-1)/k of the set for training holding back 1/k for testing, iterating through the234

entire dataset so each fraction of the dataset was used as a testing set once and235

was used to train the model (k-1) times. The k groups are constant for the entire236

process. We chose a value of k=10, as it has been shown to give test error-estimates237

that have neither an excessively high bias nor a high variance [45].238

After the initial stages of training, we used a testing dataset to evaluate the per-239

formance of the model. Fig. 4b shows the ROC for the testing dataset. Note that for240

Fig. 4b we have randomly selected an equal number of papers from the positive and241

negative datasets (with the negative dataset further equally split between COSMIC242

and RANDOM) to produce a balanced dataset required for ROC curves.243

The corresponding ROC curves for the full text dataset are not shown as they244

produce almost identical plots to those shown in Fig. 4. For the training set, both245

our title/abstract and full text models had AUC values of over 0.98 for each fold,246

indicating that the models are overfitting to the training set. However, despite this247

the models still performed well on evaluation of the testing set, with both models248

again achieving an AUC of over 0.98. The percentage accuracy for each class of249

the testing set is given in Table 2. The title/abstract and full text models show250

similar performance, with the COSMIC datasets showing around 97% accuracy and251

the RANDOM datasets showing around 96% accuracy. The title/abstract model252

showed slight improvements for the HGMD class, with a 94.5% accuracy, a 1.4%253
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improvement over the full text model. However, bias is possible as the datasets were254

built by screening only the title/abstract data and not the full text of the article.255

Hence, one might expect to see improvements in the title/abstract model versus the256

full text model.257

The predicted probability for a binary classification problem can be interpreted258

with a threshold defining whether an article will be classified as negative or positive.259

The default threshold in machine learning problems is 0.5, with probability in the260

range of [0, 0.5) indicating that the article belongs to the negative class (i.e. not261

HGMD), and a probability in the range [0.5, 1.0] indicating that the article belongs262

to the positive class (belongs to the HGMD). By changing the threshold, we can263

tune the model for different rates of false positives vs. false negatives.264

Varying the threshold is important in problems where either false positives or265

false negatives are more important than the other, or in models where there is266

disproportionately one type of error over the other. We calculated the MCC for267

various thresholds between 0.4 and 0.6 and the results are presented in Table 3.268

The MCC has a range from -1 to 1, where a value of -1 would indicate a classifier269

which is completely wrong and a value of 1 would indicate a completely correct270

classifier. The MCC acts as a balanced measure of the fit of the model and can be271

used for datasets were the classes are different sizes. For both models, the training272

and testing datasets all show an MCC of at least 0.88 at each threshold, indicating273

that the models are fitting well to both the training and the testing datasets. As274

the difference between the MCC for different thresholds is negligible we kept the275

default threshold of 0.5.276

Table 4 shows the precision, recall, and the F1 score for the training and testing277

datasets. For the positive class, the precision is the ratio of true positives to the278

total predicted positives TP/(TP +FP ). The recall (or sensitivity) is then the ratio279

of true positives to the total of true positives and false negatives TP/(TP +FN). A280

high precision and low recall for the positive class would indicate a greater number of281

false negatives than false positives. A low precision and high recall for the negative282

class would also indicate the same. The F1-score acts as a weighted average of283

the precision and recall (2R + 2P )/(R + P ). The precision and recall act as useful284

evaluations of imbalanced datasets (i.e. datasets with different class sizes) such as285

our testing dataset.286
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For the training dataset, the precision and recall are around the same for both287

models. In particular, the precision and recall for each model (and hence the F1-288

score) are almost equal, indicating an equal number of false positives and false289

negatives. This is confirmed by the confusion matrices (a) and (b) in Fig. 5. The290

high precision and recall of greater than 0.95 indicates that the model has few false291

results.292

For the testing datasets, both the title/abstract and full text model show a dif-293

ference in the values for precision and recall. For the positive class, the precision294

is greater than the recall, and for the negative set the recall is greater than the295

precision. This indicates that, for the testing set, there are a greater number of296

false negatives than false positives. This is confirmed by the confusion matrices (c)297

and (d) in Fig. 5. For the full text dataset, the number of false negatives is almost 3298

times greater than the number of false positives, and for the title/abstract dataset299

the number of false negatives is almost 2 times greater.300

In terms of percentage accuracy, the title/abstract and full text models showed301

very similar performance. However despite this, there were differences in the features302

the models fitted to. In total, of the 600 features that each model fitted to, the303

models shared 477 features in common. Fig. 6 shows the top 20 features as ranked304

by the logistic regression classifier for both positive and negative class for the two305

models. For the top 20 features of the positive class, the two models share 15306

features. For the top 20 features of the negative class, the two models share 14307

features308

Overall, the full text model did show improved feature selection over the ti-309

tle/abstract model i.e. fitting to more significant tokens such as intron and splice,310

whereas the title/abstract model was more prone to fitting to less significant verbs311

such as cause and detect. This indicates the possible advantages of the full text312

approach for building more complex models and implies that the full text screen-313

ing approach is more likely to produce accurate models than the screening of the314

title/abstract alone.315

Validation Dataset316

Once we had finished training and testing the two models, we created a finalised317

model for each by passing all of the available training and testing data to the318
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classifier for training, fitting to the same 600 features as before. We then evaluated319

the performance of these models using a final unseen validation dataset, containing320

papers which were not used for either training or testing. The validation dataset321

consists of papers from the HGMD and RANDOM negative papers from PubMed.322

The percentage accuracy of classification for the validation dataset is given in323

Table 5. For the RANDOM class, the title/abstract and full text model are both324

around 94% accurate. However, for the HGMD class the percentage accuracy is325

97.3% for the full text model, but only 87.8% for the title/abstract model. This326

indicates that the use of full text data as opposed to just the title/abstract of327

a paper, is advantageous and provides better features for the machine learning328

algorithm to fit to.329

The precision, recall and f1-score for the validation dataset are given in Table 6.330

The precision and recall for both models are high, indicating there are few false331

results. For the title/abstract model, the precision and recall are almost equal in332

both the HGMD and RANDOM classes. This indicates a similar number of false333

positives (FP) and false negatives (FN). This result is confirmed by the confusion334

matrix in Fig.7a which shows the number of FP and FN are 12 and 11 respectively.335

The precision and recall are greater for the RANDOM class, indicating the higher336

accuracy for the RANDOM class. The full text model exhibits a significant difference337

between the precision and recall for the HGMD class, with a precision of 0.84 and a338

recall of 0.97. This indicates a far greater number of FP than FN, which is confirmed339

by the confusion matrix in Fig. 7b. The number of FP is 21, but the number of FN340

is only 3.341

Discussion342

Aside from solving our immediate challenge of how to automate the pre-selection of343

research articles for further investigation by HGMD curators, we have outlined the344

general methods for building a supervised machine learning model for any binary345

classification of biomedical research articles. Indeed, our approach can be used to346

classify many types of text document and this makes it a potentially powerful tool347

for rapidly screening all sorts of healthcare data.348

The ability to classify unstructured text documents at scale enables routinely349

collected patient data to be incorporated into databases that can serve as a resource350
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for precision medicine research and healthcare. Binary classification methods of the351

kind we showcase here will therefore play an important role in helping to create352

clinical data resources of the future.353

Our pipelines have been uploaded to GitHub (https://github.com/annacprice/nlp-354

bio-tools) and Docker Hub (https://hub.docker.com/u/annacprice) with the hope355

they provide useful to other researchers. A short wiki is also provided on GitHub356

(https://github.com/annacprice/nlp-bio-tools/wiki) to assist researchers in using357

the software to build their own machine learning models.358

Conclusions359

We produced two models for classifying papers into the HGMD, both based on360

logistic regression: one for title/abstract data and one for full text data. During361

testing, both models performed well, correctly predicting HGMD-relevant articles362

more than 93% of the time and discarding irrelevant articles more than 96% of the363

time, with MCC’s of over 0.89. However, on analysis of features that both models364

were fitted to it was found that the full text model was fitting to more significant365

features, indicating that using the full text data should provide greater accuracy.366

This was confirmed on evaluation of the final model using a validation dataset,367

the full text model showed significant improvement over the title/abstract model,368

correctly predicting HGMD-relevant articles more than 97% of the time, showing a369

9.5% improvement on the title/abstract model. This along with the more significant370

features, indicates that a full text approach would be preferable when building more371

sophisticated models.372

List of abbreviations373
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Figure legends

Figure 1 Workflow summarising the three programs used to run our analyses, showing the

relationships between the training and prediction workflows. Each dotted box represents a

separate program.

Figure 2 Workflow showing the natural language processing pipeline implemented in pdf2nlp,

using NLTK. Text is separated into individual tokens and passed through a US-English to

British-English dictionary. We want our model to fit only to English words, so tokens such as

punctuation, numbers, and gene symbols are removed. Common stopwords ( e.g. a, and, or, the)

are also removed as they have no semantic value. Words that are common to all academic articles

(e.g. department, school, abstract, references) are also removed, as well as journal names and

common names. Finally, the remaining tokens are stemmed.
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Figure 3 ROC curves for the testing dataset for: logistic regression, 5-nearest-neighbours,

Multinomial Naive Bayes and Bernoulli Naive Bayes classifiers.

Figure 4 ROC curves for the title/abstract dataset for (a) 10-fold cross-validation of the training

dataset and (b) testing dataset.

Figure 5 Confusion matrices showing the number of classified articles which were True Negatives

(TN), False Positives (FP), False Negatives (FN) and True Positives (TP) for the (a) full text

training dataset, (b) title/abstract training dataset, (c) full text testing dataset and (d)

title/abstract testing dataset

Figure 6 Top 20 positive and negative features as ranked by the logistic regression classifier for

the (a) title/abstract and (b) full text model. Blue indicates the positive class and red indicates

the negative class.

Figure 7 Confusion matrices for the (a) title/abstract validation dataset and (b) full text

validation dataset.

Tables

Table 1 Size of datasets available for training, testing and final validation

TRAINING TESTING VALIDATION

Title/Abstract Full Text Title/Abstract Full Text Title/Abstract Full Text

HGMD (+) 5600 5600 15697 26934 90 112

Cosmic (-) 2800 2800 181 2140 - -

Random (-) 2800 2800 11714 18016 224 328

Table 2 Percentage accuracy of classification of the testing datasets for each class for a threshold of

0.5

TESTING

Title/Abstract Full Text

HGMD (+) 94.5 93.1

COSMIC (-) 97.2 97.2

RANDOM (-) 96.1 96.7

Table 3 Matthews correlation coefficient at different thresholds for the training and testing datasets

TRAINING TESTING

THRESHOLD Title/Abstract Full Text Title/Abstract Full Text

0.4 0.918 0.931 0.909 0.898

0.45 0.922 0.933 0.905 0.897

0.5 0.921 0.933 0.903 0.893

0.55 0.918 0.928 0.898 0.887

0.6 0.909 0.922 0.909 0.881
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Table 4 Precision, recall and f1-score for the training and testing datasets for a threshold of 0.5

TRAINING

Title/Abstract Full Text

CLASS Precision Recall F1-score Precision Recall F1-score

Positive (HGMD) 0.97 0.95 0.96 0.97 0.97 0.97

Negative (Not HGMD) 0.96 0.97 0.96 0.97 0.97 0.97

TESTING

Title/Abstract Full Text

CLASS Precision Recall F1-score Precision Recall F1-score

Positive (HGMD) 0.97 0.94 0.96 0.97 0.93 0.95

Negative (Not HGMD) 0.93 0.96 0.95 0.91 0.97 0.94

Table 5 Percentage accuracy of classification for the validation dataset for each class for a threshold

of 0.5

VALIDATION

Title/Abstract Full Text

HGMD (+) 87.8% 97.3%

RANDOM (-) 94.6% 93.6%

Table 6 Precision, recall and f1-score for the validation datasets for a threshold of 0.5

VALIDATION

Title/Abstract Full Text

CLASS Precision Recall F1-score Precision Recall F1-score

Positive (HGMD) 0.87 0.88 0.87 0.84 0.97 0.90

Negative (Not HGMD) 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.99 0.94 0.96



Figures

Figure 1

Workow summarising the three programs used to run our analyses, showing the relationships between
the training and prediction workows. Each dotted box represents a separate program.



Figure 2

Workow showing the natural language processing pipeline implemented in pdf2nlp, using NLTK. Text is
separated into individual tokens and passed through a US-English to British-English dictionary. We want
our model to _t only to English words, so tokens such as punctuation, numbers, and gene symbols are
removed. Common stopwords ( e.g. a, and, or, the) are also removed as they have no semantic value.
Words that are common to all academic articles (e.g. department, school, abstract, references) are also



removed, as well as journal names and common names. Finally, the remaining tokens are stemmed. Price
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Figure 3

ROC curves for the testing dataset for: logistic regression, 5-nearest-neighbours, Multinomial Naive Bayes
and Bernoulli Naive Bayes classi_ers.



Figure 4

ROC curves for the title/abstract dataset for (a) 10-fold cross-validation of the training dataset and (b)
testing dataset.



Figure 5

Confusion matrices showing the number of classi_ed articles which were True Negatives (TN), False
Positives (FP), False Negatives (FN) and True Positives (TP) for the (a) full text training dataset, (b)
title/abstract training dataset, (c) full text testing dataset and (d) title/abstract testing dataset



Figure 6

Top 20 positive and negative features as ranked by the logistic regression classi_er for the (a)
title/abstract and (b) full text model. Blue indicates the positive class and red indicates the negative
class.

Figure 7

Confusion matrices for the (a) title/abstract validation dataset and (b) full text validation dataset.
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